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An analysis of charm mesons decaying semileptonically via Flavor
Changing Neutral Currents is presented. We calculate the Wilson coeffi-
cients within the Standard Model. A window in the decay distribution,
where physics beyond the Standard Model could be measured is identified.
Exemplary, we study effects of leptoquark models.
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1 Introduction
Rare semileptonic charm decays, e.g. the decay D → Pℓℓ, where D = cq, q ∈
{u, d}, P is a pseudoscalar meson and ℓ is a muon or an electron are induced by
c → uℓℓ transitions. Within the Standard Model (SM), the semileptonic decay of
charm mesons via Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The c → uℓℓ transition within the SM. The label qd denotes down-type
quarks.
In the SM, FCNCs are loop and Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) suppressed.
The GIM suppression in c → uℓℓ transitions is in particular effective due to the
unitarity of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix V and the small product
|V ∗cbVub| ≈ 1.5 · 10−4. Thus, c→ uℓℓ induced decays are rare in the SM and sensitive
to Beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics as BSM dynamics could induce larger
effective couplings and additional structures compared to the SM. Rare semileptonic
charm decays open windows to look for physics beyond the SM complementary to
decays of b-quarks and s-quarks. Additionally, c→ uℓℓ transitions probe perturbative
QCD as the mass of the charm quark is close to the scale ΛQCD.
Experiments on rare charm decays were performed and are designed by several
collaborations, e.g. LHCb, CMS, BaBar, Belle (II), CLEO-c and BESIII. The most
stringent experimental limit to date is set on the mode D+ → π+µ+µ− by the LHCb
collaboration in 2013 reporting an upper limit on the fully integrated non-resonant
branching fraction of [1]
Bexp(D+ → π+µ+µ−) < 7.3× 10−8 (90%CL) . (1)
Additionally, upper limits in the low q2 bin (0.250GeV ≤
√
q2 ≤ 0.525GeV) and in
the high q2 bin (1.250GeV ≤
√
q2), where q2 is the dilepton mass squared read [1]
Bexp,low(D+ → π+µ+µ−) < 2.0× 10−8 (90%CL) , (2)
Bexp,high(D+ → π+µ+µ−) < 2.6× 10−8 (90%CL) . (3)
Calculations of the c→ uℓℓ branching fractions were performed by several groups.
Predictions for the fully integrated non-resonant SM branching fraction of D+ →
1
π+µ+µ− decays are given as
Bnr,SM
D+→π+µ+µ− = 6 · 10−12 [2] , (4)
Bnr,SM
D+→π+µ+µ− = [4.59, 8.04] · 10−10 [3] . (5)
Equations (4) and (5) differ by two orders of magnitude. This discrepancy persists
in the predictions for the inclusive branching fractions
Bnr,SM
D+→X+u e+e−
= 2 · 10−8 [4] , (6)
Bnr,SM
D+→X+u e+e−
= 6.0 · 10−10 [2] , (7)
whereas [5] gives a branching fraction consistent with equation (6).
Thus, we will do the following: We calculate the SM branching fractions within
the framework of an effective theory and identify the differences in the calculations
of [3], [4], [5] and [2]. Additionally, we look for measurable BSM effects in the decay
distribution, e.g. due to leptoquark models.
2 SM Branching Fractions
In this section, we sketch the calculation of the SM branching fractions of the inclusive
c → uℓℓ decay and of the modes D+ → π+ℓ+ℓ−, where ℓ ∈ {e, µ} [6], [7]. By means
of an Operator Product Expansion (OPE) we write the leading order effective weak
Lagrangian at the weak scale as [8]
Lweakeff |µ∼µW =
4GF√
2
∑
q∈{d,s,b}
V ∗cqVuq
(
C1(µ)Q
(q)
1 (µ) + C2(µ)Q
(q)
2 (µ)
)
, (8)
where GF denotes the Fermi constant. The operators Q
(q)
i read [9]
Q
(q)
1 = (uLγµ1T
aqL)(qLγ
µ1T acL) , (9)
Q
(q)
2 = (uLγµ1qL)(qLγ
µ1cL) , (10)
where T a denotes the SU(3) generators. At the scale µ, short-distance Wilson coef-
ficients Ci and the long-distance operators generated by light fields are factorized.
The Wilson coefficients are found by matching the SM Lagrangian onto the effec-
tive Lagrangian (8) at the weak scale. Thus, heavy fields are integrated out, e.g. in
QCD at Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order [10]. The Wilson coefficients at lower scales
are found via the solution of the Renormalization Group (RG) equation [11]. At the
threshold of the mass of the bottom quark it is integrated out generating the addi-
tional operators Q3−10 shown in Figure 2. Thus, the Wilson coefficients C1−10(µc)
2
Q3−6 ∼
c u
∑
q
Q7,8 ∼ c u
γ,g
Q9,10 ∼
c u
ℓ ℓ
Figure 2: Pictorial representation of the additional operators due to the integration
of the bottom quark. The label q in the sum of Q3−6 denotes light quark fields.
at the charm scale are found by resumming logarithms to all orders in perturbation
theory by means of the RG.
We calculate the matrix elements of the operators 〈Q1−6,8〉 in terms of effective
Wilson coefficients. The factorized hadronic matrix elements 〈Q7,9,10〉 are parametrized
via three form factors. The form factors are related within the Heavy Quark Effective
Theory yielding one independent form factor f+. We parametrize the form factor f+
by means of the z-expansion, where the parameters are fitted to the experimentally
measured D → πℓνℓ decay [12].
The calculation of the non-resonant SM branching fractions as sketched above
yields [7]
Bnr,SM
D+→X+u e+e−
≈ 1 · 10−9 , (11)
Bnr,SM
D+→X+u µ+µ−
≈ 2 · 10−10 , (12)
Bnr,SM
D+→π+ℓ+ℓ− ≈ 5 · 10−12 (ℓ ∈ {e, µ}) . (13)
Our branching fractions (11)-(13) are consistent with equations (4) and (7) as calcu-
lated in [2]. Compared to the calculations in [4], [5] and [3] the primarily difference
is due to the matching coefficients at the weak scale, e.g. [13]
C9(µW ) =
∑
q∈{d,s,b}
V ∗cqVuqC
(q)
9,IL ≈ V ∗csVus
−2
9
ln
m2s
m2d
≈ −0.29 (14)
which is vanishing in our matching. By means of equation (14) light quark fields are
integrated out at the weak scale. This, is not consistent within the OPE factorization
of scales. In particular, the logarithms as in C
(q)
9,IL are resumed by means of the RG.
3 BSM Physics and Leptoquarks
We add the resonant modes in the decay distribution by parameterizing them in terms
of a Breit-Wigner shape, where the ω and ρ resonances are related as deduced in [2]
and we take the experimental upper limit for the η′ resonance. The D+ → π+µ+µ−
decay distribution is shown in Figure 3.
In the SM, the branching fraction of the non-resonant mode is orders of magnitude
smaller than the branching fraction of the resonant modes and likewise the current
3
Figure 3: The D+ → π+µ+µ− dilepton mass squared decay distribution. The solid
blue curve is the non-resonant prediction at µc = mc and the light blue band its µc-
uncertainty. We find the gray resonant band by fitting the experimental branching
fractions via a constant width Breit-Wigner shape and varying the relative strong res-
onant phases. The dashed black line is the binned non-resonant 90% CL experimental
upper limit taken from [1]. Figure taken from [7].
experimental upper limit. Yet, at high q2 the difference between the SM prediction
and the experimental limit opens a window to look for BSM physics. We predict the
non-resonant SM branching fraction at high q2 to be [7]
Bnr,SM
D+→π+µ+µ−
∣∣
q2≥1.525GeV2
≈ 7.4 · 10−13 +15%−14%(ms) +136%−45% (µc) +27%−20%(f+) , (15)
where uncertainties (mc/
√
2 ≤ µc ≤
√
2mc) larger than ten percent are given, but
we neglect power corrections. The scale uncertainty is large due to a variation of µc
close to ΛQCD and could be reduced via a calculation of the two-loop effective Wilson
coefficient of Q9 due to 〈Q(d,s)1,2 (µc)〉.
Clearly, any experimental signal in the branching fraction at high q2 would be
due to physics beyond the SM, e.g. a leptoquark (LQ) model. Exemplary, we study
effects of the low-energy scalar (3,3,-1/3) and vector (3,1,-5/3) LQ representations
[14]
λS3(Q
T
Liτ2~τLL) · ~S3
† ⊂ LLQ , (16)
λV˜1qRγµℓR(V˜
µ
1 )
† ⊂ LLQ , (17)
where Q are SM quark doublets, L are SM lepton doublets and τi denote the Pauli
matrices. Collider experiments constrain the LQ mass to be greater or similar than
4
one TeV. The products of couplings λ inducing c→ uµµ transitions are constrained
by the experimental limits on the branching fractions of D0 → µ+µ− and D+ →
π+µ+µ− decays. As the scalar LQ model couples to quark doublets, its induced
Wilson coefficients are additionally constrained by kaon decays. For that purpose, we
take the hierarchical flavor pattern of [15] to link the recent data on lepton flavor non-
universality in rare semileptonic bottom decays. The LQ induced decay distribution
at high q2 is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: The D+ → π+µ+µ− dilepton mass squared decay distribution at high q2.
The solid blue curve is the non-resonant SM prediction at µc = mc and the light blue
band its µc-uncertainty, the gray band shows the resonant modes and the dashed
black line denotes the 90% CL experimental upper limit [1]. Additionally, the dotted
purple curve represents the vector leptoquark model and the dot-dashed cyan curve
is the scalar leptoquark model. Figure adopted from [7].
At high q2, the vector LQ model could induce branching fractions close to the
experimental upper limit and the scalar LQ model induced branching fractions would
degenerate into the SM prediction.
4 Summary
We have presented a calculation of the c → uℓℓ Wilson coefficients within the
SM. The purpose of this calculation was to resolve discrepancies in the literature
on the predictions for the non-resonant SM branching fractions. Our fully inte-
grated prediction Bnr,SM
D+→π+µ+µ− ∼ 10−12 is orders of magnitude below the branching
fraction of the resonant modes and likewise the current experimental upper limit
Bnr,exp(D+ → π+µ+µ−) . 10−8. Yet, at high q2 a window is identified, where BSM
5
physics could be measurable. Exemplary, we have studied effects of leptoquark mod-
els and found that a SU(2)-singlet vector leptoquark could induce branching fractions
close to the current experimental limit.
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